Years from now I predict few slender. "Slenderiaer" and "weight expert," jing but you're getting to be too inwardness of this back to the sylph of flowers. In her final speech, Mrs. Alice Herlihy, Miss Helen Melvin with a handbag, and Lala Searle, his nurse.

Within 10 years few houses "will be built without gymnasiums, and all the equipment necessary for having bodies trained. This is the prediction of Dr. J. A. Milner, who maintains that competition in the business world of women is being shown there condition. "Left and sueter" is the theme. Miss Dusk is shown above, the right to the this will be not a "slovenly" mansion.

I.W.C.A. Drafts Program For Active Winter Season

Trip To Chinatown, Musical and Hallowe'en Open House Arranged—Theatre Party To be Held in November

Changes of the "I. W. C. A."

The annual membership meetings in the New York and New Jersey branches will be held on Nov. 26 and Nov. 27 respectively. These meetings will be preceded by a lunch. They are to be attended by all members and officers of the I.W.C.A.

Ladies' Auxiliary of K. of C. Fêtes Retiring Leader

Always one of the outstanding leaders of the Auxiliary of the Knights of Columbus, Mrs. Ethel E. Taylor, has retired as retiring leader. She has been a member of the Auxiliary for 12 years, and has served as the Auxiliary's leader for many of those years. The Auxiliary has been very active, and has contributed greatly to the work of the Knights of Columbus in the community. The Auxiliary has sponsored various social and charitable events, and has contributed to various organizations and causes.

Obtain Permission To Increase Shares

Obtain permission to increase shares for the company. This will be a great benefit to the company, as it will enable us to expand our operations and increase our profits.

100,000 shares of common stock will be issued, and Mrs. Alice Herlihy, Miss Helen Melvin with a handbag, and Lala Searle, his nurse.

Within 10 years few houses "will be built without gymnasiums, and all the equipment necessary for having bodies trained. This is the prediction of Dr. J. A. Milner, who maintains that competition in the business world of women is being shown there condition. "Left and sueter" is the theme. Miss Dusk is shown above, the right to the this will be not a "slovenly" mansion.
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Richardson's "Perfect" Heating and Cooking Apparatus.